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The world of Pediatric Orthopaedics is facing perpetual and
recurrent challenges and modern science brings more requests
for quality and results. The Hippocratic quote 'The life so
short, the craft so long to learn" is so true especially for
Pediatric Orthopaedics. The formidable challenges of genetics
and histology related to growth are so important in the biology
of infants and the lessons we learn with each new case, research, study are making this specialty particularly dynamic.
At origins of our art, the so-called Orthopedic Physician
was the Pediatric Specialist, since the meaning of the word
"orthopedic" comes from the Greek words ORTHOS
(STRAIGHT) and PEDOS (CHILD). It is normal that
"International Orthopaedics" holds and cultivates a strong
and visible pediatric section as our colleagues doing
"General Orthopaedics" face pediatric cases in a vast majority
of centers allover the globe.
The lessons learned by the first Author in the past twenty
years as Pediatric Orthopaedic Specialist were so many...
Some easily learned and some with difficulty. A couple of
decades ago we started the study of orthopedics and integrated
meanwhile children development, pediatric neurology, biomechanics, physiotherapy occupational therapy and so many related neighboring specialties. The learning of best conservative treatments was tedious. Coping with different conditions
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in patients and families was - and remains - depending on our
ability as physicians to communicate. We learned that understanding what is happening is key for our little patients and
they can participate in the healing process to make it better,
faster and less scary. We learned that casting techniques could
be different from the textbooks when you have the crying
child in front of you, and you have to think where is the
fracture, how is the displacement and what is the best fixation
for stabilization, how to carefully manage the points of support of the cast and how to make the cast more suitable and fun
for the child. This represents a long learning curve for all of us.
Nowadays treatments are changing and becoming more
interventional, many of the fractures treated in the past with
traction and cast are now being operated to avoid long hospital
stay in order to recover the patient as fast as possible. New
techniques are always arriving.
The implants made a sensational progress - from the good
old stainless steel Kirschner wires that were supposed to fix
everything - to modern plates, low-contact plates, titanium
implants for limbs and spine and overall a whole new era of
industrial modern products.
Genetics today, with all the technology, continue to help us
to better understand the diseases, to delineate a prognosis and to
give counseling to the families with a more accurate pattern. We
encourage publications describing genetic conditions as diagnosis is important for all of us and reliable treatment is often
based on early diagnosis (1). Prevision changed from defining
fate to choices for therapeutic options as today genetic interventions could change life and dramatically improve outcomes.
Bone substitutes currently used today (2) will probably make
place to genetically controlled bone and tissue growth and so
will probably progress the cartilage transplant (3–5).
For patients with Cerebral Palsy (CP) many new and topics
arrived to be learned, the study of the gait analysis changed
enormously our way of seeing and treating the patients. We
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learned biomechanics, understood forces, interfered with muscle command and power, we treated lever-arm diseases…as
we were growing we had lots of new information to integrate.
Surgical options offered to our patients with CP better quality of life as the new implants were more stable, the casting was
not necessary anymore and the possibility to make multiple
procedures in one setting arrived and the care for the CP improved greatly (6). From the old 90 degree plate for hip
osteotomies to the new LCP angular plate – what an improvement! One always need to remember, especially in the neuromuscular patient that: "The decisions are more important than
the incisions", as Dr Robert Salter once said. The need to
respect the principles and the priorities in the treatment is of
course basic. Genetic diseases such as hemophilia are being
managed with conventional surgery in youngsters (7) while the
scientific community is looking forward to some creative mutation that would fix everything before complications occur.
Ponseti’s technique also changed completely the way of
treating clubfoot, we had to go back to our way of doing it
and learn the new technique. Evaluation and follow-up are
essential for the success in this delicate and more biologic,
less aggressive approach. It took time to understand and improve our skills, change attitude and management, another
learning curve ahead. The biology and growth of the normal
foot were one important lesson to learn (8). On the other side,
less surgery now is needed but if necessary, less training is
now on. So in the future, only a small group of surgeons will
be able to deal with the more complex cases. Another issue to
be addressed soon.
The world of Pediatric Orthopaedics is a particular place
with different patients, different methods and different tools as
compared to the regular adults Services. The dedicated
Pediatric Journals are receiving and publishing more and more
information and progress is seen in volume and quality of
research. Our Pediatric Section publishes papers in each issue
of "International Orthopaedics". Some of those papers become
highly cited and respected. We should acknowledge as usual
the reviewers of the Pediatric Section who help us with
decision-making and point out qualities and weaknesses in
each submitted paper.
Developmental medicine includes the study of hip dysplasia and related prevention and complications and this is still a
topic of debate bringing valuable contributions to the Journal
(9). Treatment includes different techniques and the evaluation of outcomes in long-term follow-up is always welcome in
our Journal (10). Hematogenous osteomyelitis is still hurting
and making victims allover the world, we published recently
an educational and significant paper with information about
the scientific management of this condition (11).
The majority of our pediatric papers are describing treatments and options with trauma. Children traumatology is a
major concern for the Pediatric Services and also for General
Orthopaedic surgeons who receive trauma worldwide.
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Therefore the number of papers dedicated to upper limb
(12–15) and lower limb (16–18) is completed with publications
about spine and pelvic trauma (19, 20). Other fields of interest
with substantial results are published in the study of the LeggCalvé-Perthes disease (21) and in the pediatric oncology (22)
Training to develop medical thinking and surgical skills is a
complex journey. The techniques and procedures are integrated with experience and years of practice and the young surgeons need to consciously repeat and repeat procedures to
reach excellence in practice. The other side of this learning
process is to know how to indicate the surgery.
Ancient quotes are still valid today:
–
–

–
–

The physician should not treat the disease but the patient
who is suffering from it – Maimonides
The physician must be able to tell the antecedents, know
the present, and foretell the future — must mediate these
things, and have two special objects in view with regard
to disease, namely, to do good or to do no harm.^ Hippocrates
The good physician treats the disease; the great physician
treats the patient who has the disease. - William Osler
Learning Orthopaedics is a hard work requiring long days
and nights of study and learning the art of Pediatric
Orthopaedics require specific commitments for a lifetime.
- Patricia Fucs
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